Letters to Worldnet Grace Ministries
November & December 2014

I never write like this but I feel compelled.
I am a long haul trucker. A few weeks ago I had a long run from Norfolk to Sacramento.
My wife gave me an iPod with the “History of the World” lessons.
I didn’t want to listen but I got tired of the radio so I plugged it in.
I was hooked off the bat.
It was so interesting. I kept listening basically nonstop.
By the time I got to Reno I was on number 42.
{Church of Sardis, Part 1 - Martin Luther & the Reformation -- Righteousness by Just Believing}
That’s when I got it.
Jesus died for my sins and forgave me for all of them.
Then he wiped them out.
I kept listening but with deeper understanding.
I’m spreading the word all over the airwaves.
By the time I got home I had listened to all 80 (looks like 79).
Man do I know world history!
I can’t thank you enough.
Norfolk, Virginia

Greetings! I am a professor of ______ at ______. I began listening to your studies at
the urging of a colleague. I began with the lessons on early man.

{History of the World #s 1-11}
When I read your description of the anthropos and the pithecus fossils, then the CroMagnon and Neanderthal I was awestruck. You pointed out that the distribution of these
fossils does not support the contention that homo sapiens evolved. In fact, you basically
disproved evolution.
I began to change my mind about things I had held as facts.
I then explored your other studies and became a believer in Jesus Christ.
I have been in a quandary of how to present what I believe to my colleagues. The problem
has been that I cannot recommend any Christian “science” sites because they are full of
nonsense. I can proudly now recommend your site.
The lecture on Venus hit home with many here.
You brought out into the open a dilemma that no one wants to talk about –the “wrong spin”.
Some disparage your studies, some are neutral, some are positive. What they all have in
common is that they are listening to you, to every message. I am writing to encourage you
to keep doing what you’re doing.

You’re making inroads in the intellectual community.

Thank you for introducing me to Jesus!
U.S.A.

Having been invited to the generated group with a purpose of invigorating.
Not aware of the context.
With pleasure I made the acquaintance of the person Jesus.
Now I feel certain of his presence. Thank to ya much.
Europe

"How false teaching comes into the church".

Wow.

You absolutely nailed it.

{2 Peter #5}
I have been so frustrated trying to assimilate "just believe" with "Make Him Lord of your
life".
You angered a lot of people. You reassured me and brought me peace.
I love all the music. "Smiling Faces" was perfect.
Thousand Oaks, California

Our family is very grateful for this website and we miss being there with you all! These
bible studies keep us uplifted each week as we have so many folks asking us those hard life
questions that can only inspire us to point to Jesus and then these lessons as back up!
This website will be helpful as we are preparing for speech in apologetics this year. I
know my son is getting what he needs to know Jesus at a young age and be ready as an
adult for God's purpose for his life!

We keep you all in our prayers!

Colorado

I am strongly encouraging everyone to listen to Lesson #5 in the 2 Peter series:
How False Teaching comes into the Church and into Believers’ Lives
Beware: it will stir up a lot of anger.
Our pastor (well known) was presented with Pastor Tatum's studies on the bema seat of
Christ a couple of years ago and, after initial resistance, he modified his teaching
dramatically.
This teaching is excellent
Van Nuys, California
Grew up in Jersey. Never went to church.

Come to Sola Norway on a delivery.
Every evening they're playing these lessons after dinner.
They were so interesting I kept listening.
Two weeks ago I believed Jesus died for my sins.
So God flies me here for that. Hard to believe.
Currently in Sola, Norway

EXCELLENT Lesson on uniformitarianism.
Fire and Rain: God's Supernatural Interventions in Cosmology and Human History
The false teaching of "uniformitarianism"
{2 Peter #8}
I am one of the few believers on campus and I am thrilled to be able to refer colleagues to
the website. These studies are amazingly well received and are a topic of many
conversations.
I wondered how this one would play since some challenges were tossed out.
Surprisingly, although I've heard some disagreements, they seem to be entertaining the
message.
I'm writing to encourage you in what you're doing. It is tremendous.
U.S.A.
Thank you for the outstanding message on hell. I am glad that you mentioned what a
stumbling block it is to people.

Thirteen Ways an Unbeliever prepares his Custom-made Hell
Churning up his own Torment, Setting his own Thermostat
{2 Peter #7}

I have had a very difficult time understanding how God could punish people forever with
could punish people for ever with torment. Your analysis made perfect sense and brought
me peace.
My elderly father, whom I suspect may be hardened actually listened and was visibly
disturbed. That has to be good.
And as always you gave the simple Gospel. I have come to count on that!
Quebec, Canada

December 2014

Superb presentation of the Big Bang and the envisioned collapse of the universe.
Fire and Rain: God's Supernatural Interventions in Cosmology and Human History
The false teaching of "uniformitarianism"
{2 Peter #8}

I wish I had the ability to present the labyrinthian issues of quantum mechanics so simply
and elegantly.
U.S.A.

Bravo for the lecture describing the transition from energy to matter at the singularity
and what would happen if the strong force were to dissolve.
Fire and Rain: God's Supernatural Interventions in Cosmology and Human History
The false teaching of "uniformitarianism"
{2 Peter #8}

The religious perspective was integrated skillfully, in an attractive, not condescending
manner.
Arizona

I've been perusing your site and the messages. Here's my take: yawn
Bart

(No location posted)

Bart,
Thank you for taking the time to provide your insightful analysis.
Since you are apparently dozing off, you may want to check out Lesson #70 in
the "History of the World" series.
Be sure to pay careful attention to the closing Bob Dylan song "When You
Gonna Wake Up?"
Johnny

The ultimate meltdown message may be the best ever.
Fire and Rain: God's Supernatural Interventions in Cosmology and Human History
The false teaching of "uniformitarianism"
{2 Peter #8}
I've already made 13 copies and given them out.
And the music is absolutely awesome!

Dire Straits, "Pop Goes the World"
California

Congratulations for myself who is now believe in Jesus to save me.
Stockholm, Sweden

The next three emails referred to some of the science studies
presented on RadicalGrace.com:
History of the World:
2. Gen 6-8: The Flood (c. 10,000 B.C.) -- Satanic Corruption of Mitochondrial DNA
53. God Reveals Himself in Quantum Mechanics
54. Einstein's Theory of Relativity Reveals God is Light

Pre-History of the World:
4. Lucifer Loosened -- > Universe in Chaos

Life of Jesus:
30. Jesus Heals the Centurion's Servant Long Distance.
Measuring Faith Weakens It
(The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle)
42. Ask, Seek, Knock
Is the universe just a computer simulated replay?
52. Parable of the Corner Stone
Jesus fulfills all Dimensions of Quantum Mechanics in the Universe
59. Jesus at the Cross - "I Am the Tolah, not a Man"
A Moment can encompass all of Eternity,
and Eternity can be contained in a Moment

I Peter:
2. Grace & Peace is multiplied in Believers as we understand and embrace our
Identity -- Quantum Mechanics Illuminates Predestination and Free Will

2 Peter:
4. "The Morning Star rising in our Hearts"
Astronomical Anomalies highlight Venus
8. Fire and Rain: God's Supernatural Interventions in Cosmology and Human
History -- The false teaching of "uniformitarianism"
9. The Ultimate Meltdown -- The Universe is taken apart and put back together
With a whoosh, on the Wings of the Wind--Big Bang in Reverse

Just a quick note to thank you for the marvelous studies on the Big Bang,
entropy and uniformitarianism.
These messages are getting traction in unimaginable places.

Please keep it up!

Minnesota

All of these studies in quantum mechanics are flawlessly presented and fascinating to hear.
California

All of the lessons on quantum mechanics and cosmology are superb.
You are encountering some push back but also deep interest.
Just to encourage
U.S.A.

Greetings,
I feel delighted to greet you this holiday season and wish you a merry Christmas and
Happy New year in advance.
Thank you for the wonderful services you are doing in God's vineyard. God is not unkind to
forget your labour of love.
I am truly grateful from the depths of my heart.
Pastor
Cameroon

Yes. This is the site for correct. Finally truth
Stockholm, Sweden

Thank you for these messages. They drew me to Jesus a few years ago.
Now they keep me focused on Him and not myself.
The new PowerPoint presentations are beautiful and enhance the powerful teaching.
{History of the World Lessons #44, 46, 48, 50, 51, 52, 55, 60, 61}
New York City, New York

Jacquie:

These are very very nice and valuable

Manifest bless. Very generated to the group.
I was always loving it.
Now I have the knowledge of Jesus.
He died full for my sin.
Norway

Greetings!
I have the privilege of translating your messages for several study groups in Finland.
am so pleased that you make these freely available and everyone is excited to learn of
spiritual matters for the very first time.
The new slide presentations are a very great addition.
{History of the World Lessons #44, 46, 48, 50, 51, 52, 55, 60, 61}
Many are saved and many more are on the precipice.
God's blessings upon you
Finland

I

According to your study on “Searching For The King Of The Jews”, you insist that the
Magi came in a caravan. Do you have any scholarly proof of this?
You also insist that the magi rode on horses. Do you have any scholarly proof of this?
I eagerly await your response.
USA

Thanks for writing. In the lesson I referenced Herodotus as my primary source.
He is doubly valuable in that not only is he an unbiased secular historian, he also
cites numerous ancient historians.
The following sources document both the cavalry and the numbers referred to in
the lesson:
http://www.historynet.com/greco-persian-wars-battle-of-thermopylae.htm
http://www.taroscopes.com/miscellanous-pages/medes.html
www.historyofthedaughters.com/35.pdf
May God bless you. It's always wise to be a Berean!
Johnny

My husband and I are appreciative of your knowledge and understanding as well as your
willingness to share it.
This Christmas, our gifts to friends and family are flash drives and mp3 players loaded
with Radical Grace.
Thank you for your efforts, and Merry Christmas!
Torrington, Wyoming

Hi Johnny and Connie,
I have a scripture that I am having a hard time placing in my “head”.
James 3:1 seems to be saying that teachers will incur stricter judgement.
We have been taught that there is no judgement for those in Christ Jesus, Romans 8:1.
Judgement is God's strange work.
Just not sure how to sort through that scripture.
Thanks
Maine

Excerpt from Johnny’s part of the response:
... James is explaining that in this life teachers get judged more than
others.

The entire package is perfect. Great lessons, great interactions.
The handouts are very useful.
This teaching is excellent. Probably the best I've heard.
Actually it IS the best I've heard.
The PowerPoints are beautiful and the songs are perfect.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

My brother recommended I would possibly like this website. He used to be totally right.
This submit truly made my day.
You can not believe simply how a lot time I had spent for this info!
Thank you!
Bergen, Sweden

Bless jesu. Bless. Your.
Beiging, China

Deus te abençoe
Eu nasci de novo!
Recife, Brazil
Portuguese for: “God bless you.
I was born again!”

I do not fail to listen to these magnificent messages.
These were the basis of my salvation after being a “Christian” all my life
Manchester (England, New Hampshire, Connecticut?)

Changed my life
Iran

Sometime cannot make it threw the day without.
Mosul, Iraq

You really make it appear so easy with your presentation but I in finding this matter to be
really one thing which I believe I might never understand. It kind of feels too complex
and extremely huge for me. I am looking ahead on your next submit, I will try to get the
cling of it!
Napoli, Italy

Excellent lessons on how we received our Bible.

New series: The Origin & Transmission of the Bible
I have a doctoral degree from seminary and I assure you thus teaching is well beyond
anything taught in any seminary.
I look forward to the continued studies.
London, England

For more comments about the Bible study lessons, scroll down to the bottom of
the RadicalGrace.com front page. Click the first email envelope icon, followed
by clicking another envelope icon on the next page. The guest book will appear
and you can read all the comments listeners have posted.

